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Q1. Fill in the blanks: 10

1.1 To insert a table on a web age we use ______________ tag.

Ans: <table>

(1 mark for writing correct word)

1.2 tag is used to create inline images.

Ans: <img>

(1 mark for writing correct word)

QUESTION PAPER CODE 53/1

SECTION A

Marking Scheme
Foundation of Information Technology

Subject Code No. 165

Time allowed : 2½ hours Maximum marks : 80

1. In compliance to the judgment of Hon'ble Supreme court of India, Central Board of

Secondary Education has decided to provide photocopy of the answer book(s) to the

candidates, who will apply for it alongwith the requisite fee from 2012 examination.

Therefore, it is all the more important that the evaluation is done strictly as per the value

points given in the marking scheme so that the CBSE could be in a position to defend

the evaluation at any forum.

2. All the examiners are requested to strictly follow the instructions with regard to evaluation

provided by CBSE for 2012 Examination.

IMPORTANT NOTE :

lll All answers provided in the Marking scheme are SUGGESTIVE.

lll Examiners are requested to accept all possible alternative correct answer(s).

lll Wherever HTML Tags are asked - ignore the format/additional arguments

if so given in the answer(s)

lll Wherever multiple answers are suggested, they are in order of

appropriateness
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1.3 ___________ attribute is used to span two or more columns in a table.

Ans: <colspan>

(1 mark for writing correct word)

1.4 ___________ is used to describe data and ___________ is used to display
data.

Ans: XML, HTML

(1 mark for writing first correct word)

(1 mark for writing second correct word)

1.5 _____________ can decrease the space on hard disks by duplicating files.

Ans: Worms (Most Appropriate)

OR

Virus

(1 mark for writing correct word)

1.6 __________are programs that run independently and travel from computer
to computer across network.

Ans:  Worm (Most appropriate)

OR

Virus

(1 mark for writing correct word)

1.7 _________is a software which is designed to prevent, scan and remove the
known computer viruses.

Ans:  Antivirus

(1 mark for writing correct word)

1.8 Digital code attached to a message that uniquely identifies the message is
called____________.

Ans: Digital Signature

OR

Signature

OR

Digital Certificate

(1 mark for writing correct word)
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1.9 _____________ backup saves your data from natural disasters.

Ans. Regular

OR

System

OR

Cloud

OR

Online

(1 mark for writing correct word)

Q2. State True or False: 10

2.1 No value is specified with alt attribute of <img>tag.

Ans: True

OR

False

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

Note:

1. True because

<IMG SRC="abc.htm" ALT="No Value">OR </MG SRC="

abc.htm"ALT=""> are valid statements

2. False because <IMG SRC="abc.htm" ALT=> is invalid statement

2.2 Border is an attribute of <A>tag.

Ans: False

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

2.3 It is not possible to create link within current document.

Ans: False

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)
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2.4 Unordered list type creates a bulleted list.

Ans: True

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

2.5 Cellpadding is an attribute of <table>tag. True

Ans: True

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

2.6 XML is a platform independent language.

Ans: True

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

2.7 A valid XML document that follows all grammar rules is well-formed document.

Ans: False

OR

True

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

Note:

1. False because a well-formed document is a subset of valid XML

document

2. True because all valid documents are well formed

2.8 XML is Extensible Meta Language.

Ans: False

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

2.9 A worm is a self-replicating program which eats up the entire disk space.

Ans: True

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

2.10 A copy of data that can be used to restore and recover the data is called backup.

Ans: True

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)
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Q3. Carefully study the webpage below. Identify 10 tags (structural as well as formatting

tags) that have been utilized in creating this webpage and write the usage of each of

them. 15

Ans: <HTML>- used to mark the beginning and end of an HTML document.

<TITLE> - used to display the title of the web page on the Title Bar

<HEAD>- used to begin the heading section

<BODY>- used to begin the main document body

<CENTER> - used to display centered text in webpage

<IMG> - used to add image in a webpage.

<p>- used to start a new paragraph.

<BR>- used to break a line

<UL> - used to start the unordered bulleted list

<U>- used to underline text      OR     <A> - used to create a link

(1 mark for writing correct tag name and 'l'2 mark for writing usage)

Note: Any 10 correct tags out of the above to be considered
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Q4. Answer the following questions:

4.1 Ritika downloaded some attachments from internet into her computer. When

she opened those attachments she found multiple copies of same file opened.

Also after some time her system started rebooting itself.

What do you think has happened to her files and to her computer? And what

is the precaution for this to prevent it in future? 2

Ans: Ritika's computer is infected by a Virus OR Worm OR Malware.

She must install a good Antivirus Software and disinfect her computer

to prevent it in future.

(1 mark for explaining the reason)

(1 mark for writing correct precaution)

4.2 List two advantage of online backup. 2

Ans: lll In online backup the user does not have to change tapes, label

CDs or perform other manual steps.

lll Backups are stored in a different location from the original data.

lll Online backup services keep backing up files continuously.

lll Online backup services use 128 - 448 bit encryption and send

shrinked data packages through https connection.

Note: Any two of the above or any other correct advantages are acce-

ptable

(1 mark for writing first correct advantage)

(1 mark for writing second correct advantage)

4.3 Give one word answers: 5

a) Another name for junk mails.

b) It is doing business online.

c) It is the crime committed using computers and internet.

d) The programmer that break into secure systems with non-malicious

intentions.

e) Type of malware that is installed on user's computer and collects

information about user without his consent.

www.stu
diesto

day.c
om
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Ans: a) Spam

b) e-Commerce OR e-Business

c) Cyber Crime

d) Hacker

e) Spyware

(1 mark each for writing correct answer)

Q5. Do as directed: 5

5.1 Draw the XML tree for the code given below:

<Office>

<FirstFloor>

<Rooms>150</Rooms>

<Lockers>200</Lockers>

</FirstFloor>

<SecondFloor>

<Rooms>225<Rooms>

<Lockers>215<Lockers>

</SecondFloor>

</Office>

Ans: Office

First Floor, Second floor

Rooms Lockers Room Lockers

(1 mark for drawing Office as Root)

(1 Mark for drawing First Floor at second level)

(1 Mark for drawing Second Floor at second level)

(½ Mark for drawing Rooms under First Floor)
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(½ Mark for drawing Lockers under First Floor)

(½ Mark for drawing Rooms under Second Floor)

(½ Mark for drawing Lockers under Second Floor)

NOTE: No Marks to be deducted if values of Rooms and Lockers are

written in place of levels

5.2 Write the HTML code to generate the following output of a table with content

exactly in the same format as shown within the table:

Marks

English Hindi Maths Science

Ans: <HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>Table</TITLE>

</HEAD>

<BODY>

<TABLE CELLSPACING=2 CELLPADDING=2 BORDER="1"

WIDTH=75%>

<TR ALIGN = IICENTER" VALIGN = "MIDDLE">

<TH COLSPAN=4> Marks </TH>

</TR>

<TR ALIGN = "LEFT" VALIGN = "MIDDLE">

<TH > English </TH>

<TH > Hindi </TH>

<TH > Maths </TH>

<TH > Science </TH>

</TR>

</TABLE>

</BODY>

</HTML>
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NOTE: The TH Tags may be substituted by TD Tags

(½ mark for open and close of html tag)

(½ mark for body tag)

(½ mark for table tag)

(½ mark for the first pair of <TR> and </TR> tags)

(½ mark for the first pair of <TH> and </TH> tags OR <TD> and </TD> tags)

(½ mark for the second pair of <TR> and </TR> tags)

(½ mark for second pair of <TH></TH> tags OR <TD></TD> tags)

(½ mark for third pair of <TH></TH> tags OR <TD></TD> tags)

(½ mark for fourth pair of <TH></TH> tags OR <TD></TD> tags)

(½ mark for fifth pair of <TH></TH> tags OR <TD></TD> tags)

NOTE: Deduct ½ Mark, if any OR all table contents are not aligned correctly

Q6. Write the HTML code to generate the following output: 10

Note the following points while generating the web page:

l Link colour is green, active link colour is blue and visited link colour is red.

l Title of the page is "Dances of India"

l Heading of the page is maroon
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l Background colour of page is yellow

l Image used is "dance.png"

l Caption of table is blue

l Table border is blue and size 2.

l The 3 links are one.html, two.html and three.html

l The email id for contact us is abc@xyz.com

Ans: <HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE> Dances of India </TITLE>

</READ>

<BODY BGCOLOR=" YELLOW" LINK=" GREEN" ALINK= " BLUE "

VLINK="RED">

<Hl ALIGN="CENTER">

<FONT COLOR="MAROON">

Dances of India

</FONT>

</Hl>

<P>

There are many types of dance in India, from those' which are deeply religious

in content to those

which are danced on more trivial happy occasions. Classical dances of India

are usually always

spiritual in content, although this is often true also of folk dances

<IMG SRC ="DANCE. PNG" ALIGN="TOP">

<TABLE ALIGN="CENTER"BORDER = 2 BORDERCOLOR = "BLUE">

<CAPTION>

<FONT COLOR = "BLUE" >

DANCES OF INDIA
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</FONT>

</CAPTION>

<TR>

<TH ALIGN="CENTER"> CLASSICAL DANCES </TH>

<TH ALIGN="CENTER"> FOLK DANCES </TH>

</TR>

<TR>

<TD ALIGN="LEFT"> Mahini AttaIn </TD>

<TD ALIGN="LEFT"> Hikat of Himachal Pradesh</TD>

</TR>

<TR>

<TD ALIGN="LEFT"> Bharata Natyam </TD>

<TD ALIGN="LEFT"> Rouff of Kashmir </TD>

</TR>

<TR>

<TD ALIGN="LEFT"> Odissi </TD>

<TD ALIGN="LEFT"> Hurkia Baol of Kumaon</TD>

</TR>

</TABLE>

<BR>

List

<BR> <A href ="one.html">Mohini Attam</a>

<BR> <A href ="two.htmL">Bharats Natyam </a>

<BR> <A href ="three.html"> Odissi <fa>

<BR> <A href ="two .html"> Bharata Natyam </a>

<BR> <A href ="mailto:abc@xyz.com"> Contact Us </A>

</BODY>

</HTML>
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(½ Mark for correct HTML tag)

(½ Mark for correct TITLE Tag and its value as "Dances of India"

(½ Mark for correct H1 Tag for the Heading "Dances of India"

(½ Mark for correct centered alignment of the heading with H1 tag)

(½ Mark for correct open and close of FONT tag to set the Heading Colour as Maroon)

(½ Mark for correct open and close of BODY tag)

(½ Mark for correct Attributes and colors for Link, active link and visited link for the BODY Tag)

(½ Mark for correct Attribute BGCOLOR and its value as yellow for the BODY tag)

(½ Mark for correct IMG tag and its SRC attribute value as "dance.png"

(½ Mark for correct TABLE tag)

(½ Mark for correct Attribute BORDER and its value as 2 for TABLE tag)

(½ Mark for correct Attribute BORDER COLOR and its value "BLUE" for TABLE tag)

(½ Mark for correct Caption color as blue and value as “Dances of India")

(½ Mark for correct <TR> and <TH> for Table Headings

(½ Mark for correctly Center Aligning the Table Headings)

(½ Mark for correct <TR> and <TD> for all Table Data

(½ Mark for correctly Left Aligning the Table Data)

(½ Mark for correct links as one.html, two.html and three.html for the three Dance Types)

(½ Mark for correct Contact Us and linking it to email idabc@xyz.com)

(½ Mark for closing BODY tag correctly)

OR

(Full 10 Marks to be awarded if any equivalent HTML code, having the

same output on Browser)

SECTION B

Q7. Multiple choice questions (Choose most appropriate option): 16

7.1 Which attribute does not come in <HR>tag?

(a) Size

(b) Color

(c) Width

(d) Length
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Ans: (d) Length

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.2 The correct HTML code for inserting an image is

(a) <img href="image.gif">

(b) <img>image.gif</img>

.. (c) <img src="image.gif'>

(d) <image src="image.gif'

Ans: (c) <img src="image.gif'>

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.3 What is the full form of DTD

(a) Document to Definition

(b) Dynamic to Definition

(c) Document Type Definition ..

(d) Direct Type Definition

Ans: (c) Document Type Definition

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.4 Which tag is used to bring the text to next line

(a) <br>

(b) <b>

(c) <p>

(d) <li>

Ans: (a) <br>

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.5 Which of the following are the heading tags?

(a) <h3>

(b) <h6>
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(c) <h2>

(d) All of the above

Ans: (d) All of the above

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.6 Which one of these is correct syntax of the declaration which defines the XML

version?

(a) <?xml version = "1.0"?>

(b) <?xml version = "1.0">

(c) </xml version = "1.0">

(d) <xml version = "1.0"?>

Ans: (a) <?xml version = "1.0"?>

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.7 We can view the source code of a web page in

(a) MS Power Point

(b) Internet Explorer

(c) MS Excel

(d) Notepad

Ans: (d) Notepad

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.8 Which of the following are the attribute of <table>

(a) <Border>

(b) <img>

(c) <table>

(d) None of these

Ans: (a) < Border>

(1 mark for writing correct option)
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7.9 Which one of the following is not a malware?

(a) Virus

(b) Spam

(c) Worm

(d) Application Software

Ans: (d) Application Software

OR

(b) Spam

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.10 Valid XML document means

(a) The document has one root element

(b) The document contains one or more root element

(c) The document has a DTD and complies to it

(d) Each element must be in capital letter

Ans: (c) The document has a DTD and complies to it

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.11 Anything written between ____________ is taken as comment

(a) <?-->

(b) <?---?>

(c) <!--and-->

(d) </ --->

Ans: (c) </-and-->

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.12 XML allows you to

(a) Create new tags

(b) Arrange your tags in any order
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(c) Closing tags are not required

(d) All of the above

Ans: (a) Create new tags

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.13 Which of them is correct statement

(a) All XML elements must have a closing tag

(b) All XML elements must be lower case

(c) All XML documents must have a DTD

(d) All of the above

Ans: (a) All XML elements must have a closing tag

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.14 A _________ is a virus that is often disguised as a useful computer program.

(a) Trojan Horse

(b) Hacker

(c) Worm

(d) Spam

Ans: (a) Trojan Horse

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.15 The XML file confirming to syntax or grammar rules is called

(a) Correct document

(b) Valid document

(c) Well-formed document

(d) Confirmed document

Ans: (c) Well-formed document

(1 mark for writing correct option)

7.16 A software that spies on your computer activities is

(a) De-ware

(b) Spyware
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(c) Malware

(d) Cracker

Ans: (b) Spyware

OR

(c) Malware

(1 mark for writing correct option)

QUESTION PAPER CODE 53

SECTION A

Q1. Fill in the blanks: 10

(i) _________ is used to describe data and _________ is used to display data.

Ans: XML, HTML

(1 mark for writing first correct word)
(1 mark for writing second correct word)

(ii) ______________ can decrease the space on hard disks by duplicating files.

Ans: Worms

OR

Virus

(1 mark for writing correct word)

(iii) _________are programs the run independently and travel from computer to
computer across network.

Ans: Worm (Most appropriate)

OR

Virus

(1 mark for writing correct word)

(iv) __________ is software which is designed to prevent, scan and remove the
known computer viruses.

Ans: Antivirus

(1 mark for writing correct word)
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(v) Digital code attached to a message that uniquely identifies the message is

______________ called

Ans: Digital Signature

OR

Signature

OR

Digital Certificate

(1 mark for writing correct word)

(vi) ______________ backup saves your data from natural disasters.

Ans: Regular

OR

System

OR

Cloud

OR

Online

(1 mark for writing correct word)

(vii) To insert a table on a web page we use _________________ tag.

Ans: <table>

(1 mark for writing correct word)

(viii) ____________ tag is used to create inline images.

Ans: <img>

(1 mark for writing correct word)

(ix) _____________ attribute is used to span two or more columns in a table.

Ans: <colspan>

(1 mark for writing correct word)
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Q2. State True or False: 10

(i) Cellpadding is an attribute of <table>tag.

Ans: True

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

(ii) XML is a platform independent language.

Ans: True

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

(iii) A valid XML document that follows all grammar rules is Well-formed document.

Ans: False

OR

True

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

Note:

1. False because a well-formed document is a subset of valid XML
document

2. True because all valid documents are well formed

(iv) XML is Extensible Meta Language.

Ans: False

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

(v) A worm is a self replicating program which eats uo the entire disk soace.

Ans: True

(1 Mark for wrWng correct answer)

(vi) A copy of data that can be used to restore and recover the data is called

backup.

Ans: True

(1 Mark for wrWng correct answer)

(vii) No value is specified with alt attribute of <img>tag.

Ans: True
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OR

False

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

Note:

1. True because

<IMG SRC="abc.htm" ALT="No Value">OR </MG SRC="
abc.htm" ALT=''''> are valid statements

2. False because <IMG SRC="abc.htm" ALT= > is invalid
statement

(viii) Border is an attribute of <A>tag.

Ans. False

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

(ix) It is not possible to create link within current document.

Ans: False

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

(x) Unordered list type creates a bulleted list.

Ans: True

(1 Mark for writing correct answer)

Q3. Carefully study the webpage given below. Identify 10 tags (structural as well as
formatting tags) that have been utilized in creating this webpage and write the usage

of each of them. 15
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Ans: <HTML>- used to mark the beginning and end of an HTML document.

<TITLE> - used to display the title of the web page on the Title Bar

<HEAD> - used to begin the heading section

<BODY> - used to begin the main document body

<H1 >- used to give heading

<TABLE>- used to create a table

<CAPTION>- used to write a table caption

<TR>- used to create a table row

<TD>- used to create table description

<CENTER> - used to display centered text

<P>- used to write a Paragraph

<IMG> - used to add image in a webpage.

<BR>- used to break a line

<UL> - used to start the unordered bulleted list

<U>- used to underline text   OR      <A> - used to create a link

(1 mark for writing correct tagname and ½ mark for writing usage)

Note: Any 10 correct tags out of the above to be considered

Any other valid tag which can be used for the above page should also be

accepted

Q4. Answer the following questions:

(i) Ritika downloaded some attachments from internet into her computer. When

she opened those attachments she found multiple copies of same file opened.

Also after some time her system started rebooting itself.

What do you think has happened to her files and to her computer? And what

is the precaution for this to prevent it in future? 2

Ans: Ritika's computer is infected by a Virus OR Worm OR Malware.

She must install a good Antivirus Software and disinfect her computer to prevent

it in future.

(1 mark for explaining the reason)

(1 mark for writing correct precaution)
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(ii) List two advantages of online backup. 2

Ans: lll In online backup the user does not have to change tapes, label
CDs or perform other manual steps.

lll Backups are stored in a different location from the original data.

lll Online backup services keep backing up files continuously.

lll Online backup services use 128 - 448 bit encryption and send
shrinked data packages through https connection.

Note: Any two of the above or any other correct advantages are acceptable

(1 mark each for writing any two correct advantages)

(iii) Give one word answers: 5

(a) Another name for junk mails.

(b) It is doing business online.

(c) It is the crime committed using computers and internet.

(d) The programmer that breaks into secure systems with non-malicious
intentions.

(e) Type of malware that is installed on user's computer and collects
information about user without his consent.

Ans: a) Spam

b) e-Commerce OR e-Business

c) Cyber Crime

d) Hacker

e) Spyware

(1 mark each for writing correct answer)

Q5. Do as directed:

(i) Draw the XML tree the code given below:

<ShoppingMall>

<FirstFloor>

<foodshop>2</foodshop>

<Toyshop>2</Toyshop>
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< FirstFloor>

<SecondFloor>

<foodshop>1</foodshop>

<Toyshop>2</Toyshop>

< /SecondFloor>

< / Shop pi ngMall>

Shopping Mall

First Floor Second floor

Foodshop Toyshop Foodshop Toyshop

(1 mark for drawing ShoppingMall as Root)

(1 Mark for drawing FirstFloor at second level)

(1 Mark for drawing SecondFloor at second level)

(½ Mark for drawing foodshop under First Floor)

(½ Mark for drawing Toyshop under First Floor)

(½ Mark for drawing foodshop under Second Floor)

(½ Mark for drawing Toyshop under Second Floor)

NOTE: No Marks to be deducted if values of foodshop and Toyshop

are written in place of levels

(ii) Write the HTML code to generate the following output of a table with the

content exactly in the same format as shown within the table: 5

           Shopping Mall

Floor No.of Toy Shops No.of Food ShopsNo. of Sports Shops

Ans: <HTML>

<HEAD>

<TITLE>Table</TITLE>

</HEAD>

www.stu
diesto
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<BODY>

<TABLE CELLSPACING=2 CELLPADDING=2 BORDER="1" WIDTH=75%>

<TR ALIGN = "CENTER" VALIGN = "MIDDLE">

<TH COLSPAN=4> Shopping Mall </TH>

</TR>

<TR ALIGN = "CENTER" VALIGN = "MIDDLE">

<TH > Floor </TH>

<TH > No. of Toy Shops </TH>

<TH > No. of Food Shops </TH>

<TH > No. of Sports Shops </TH>

</TR>

< I TABLE>

</BODY>

</HTML>

NOTE: The TH Tags may be substituted by TD Tags

(½ mark for open and close of html tag)

(½ mark for body tag)

(½ mark for table tag)

(½ mark for the first pair of <TR> and </TR> tags)

(½ mark for the first pair of <TH> and </TH> tags OR <TD> and </TD> tags)

(½ mark for the second pair of <TR> and </TR> tags)

(½ mark for second pair of <TH></TH> tags OR <TD></TD> tags)

(½ mark for third pair of <TH></TH> tags OR <TD></TD> tags)

(½ mark for fourth pair of <TH></TH> tags OR <TD></TD> tags)

(½ mark for fifth pair of <TH></TH> tags OR <TD></TD> tags)

NOTE: Deduct ½ Mark, if any OR all table contents are not aligned correctly
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Q6. Write the HTML code to generate the following output: 10

Note the following points while generating the Webpage:

l Link colour is green, active link colour is blue and visited links colour is red. .

l Title of the page is "eCommerce".

l Headling of the page is maroon.

l Image used is "ecommerce.jpg"

l Caption of table is blue.

l Background of table is "cyan".

l Table border is blue and of size 2.

l The 4 links are one.html, three.html and four.html.

l List Heading is red.

<HTML> <!-- Optional -->

<HEAD> <!-- Optional -->

<TITLE>e-Commerce</TITLE>

</HEAD> <!-- Optional -->

<BODY LINK="GREEN" ALINK="BLUE" VLINK="RED">
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<CENTER><H2>

<FONT COLOR="MAROON"> e-Commerce</FONT>

</H2></CENTER>

Ecommerce (e-comrnerce) or electronic comrnerce,a subset of ebusiness,

<IMG SRC="ecommerce.jpg" align="top" >e-Commerce

<BR>

is the purchasing, and exchanging of goods and services over<BR> computer

networks (such as the Internet) through which tansactgions or

<BR>

terms of sale are performed electronically.

<BR>

<BR>

<CENTER>

<CAPTION>

<FONT COLOR="BLUE">e-Commerce requirements </FONT>

</CAPTION>

</CENTER>

<P>

<TABLE ALIGN="CENTER" BGCOLOR="CYAN" BORDERCOLOR="BLUE"

BORDER="2" >

<TR ALIGN="LEFT">

<TD>shopping cart</TD>

<TD>Merchant account</TD>

</TR>

<TR ALIGN="LEFT">

<TD> Processing gateway</TD>

<TD> Digital certificate</TD>
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</TR>

</TABLE>

<BR>

<FONT COLOR="RED"> Ecommerce can be broken into four main categories:</FONT>

<BR>

<UL>

<LIXA HREF="one.html">B2B(Business-to-Business)</A></LI>

<LIXA HREF="two.html">B2C(Business-to-Consumer)</A></LI>

<LIXA HREF="three.html">C2B(Consumer-to-Business)</A></LI>

<LIXA HREF="four.html">C2C(Consumer-to-Consumer)</A></LI>

</UL>

</BOOY>

</HTML>

(½ Mark for correct open and close of HTML tag)

(½ Mark for correct open and close TITLE Tag and its value as “ecommerce")

(½ Mark for correct HI Tag for the Heading “ecommerce")

(½ Mark for correct centered alignment of the heading with HI tag)

(½ Mark for correct open and close of FONT tag to set the Heading Color as Maroon)

(½ Mark for correct open and close of BODY tag)

(½ Mark for correct Attributes and colors for Link, active link and visited link for the BODY Tag)

(½ Mark for correct Attribute BGCOLOR and its value as Cyan for the Table)

(½ Mark for correct IMG tag and its SRC attribute value as lIecommerce.jpg"

(½ Mark for correct TABLE tag)

(½ Mark for correct Attribute BORDER anaits' value as 2 for TABLE lag)

(½ Mark for correct Attribute BORDERCOLOR and its value IIBLUE" for TABLE tag)

(½ Mark for correct Caption color as blue and value as lie Commerce requirements")

(½ Mark for correctly Center Aligning the Table Headings)
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(½ Mark for correct <TR> and <TD> for all Table Data

(½ Mark for correctly Left Aligning the Table Data)

(½ Mark for correct links as one.html, two.html,three.html and four.html for the four ecommerce

categories)

(½ Mark for correct Color for heading of List)

(½ Mark for correct LI tags)

(½ Mark for closing BODY tag correctly)

OR

(Full 10 Marks to be awarded if any equivalent HTML code, having the same output on

Browser)

SECTION B

Q7. Multiple Choice Questions (Choose most appropriate option): 16

(i) Which of them is correct statement?

(a) All XML elements must have a closing tag.

(b) All XML elements must be lower case.

(c) All XML documents must have a DTD.

(d) All of the above.

Ans: (a) All XML elements must have a closing tag

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(ii) A _________ is a virus that is often disguised as a useful computer program.

(a) Trojan Horse

(b) Hacker

(c) Worm

(d) Spam

Ans: (a) Trojan Horse

(1 mark for writing correct option)

www.stu
diesto

day.c
om
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(iii) The XML file conforming to syntax or grammar rules is called

(a) Correct document

(b) Valid document

(c) Well-formed document

(d) Confirmed document

Ans: (c) Well-formed document

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(iv) A software that spies on your computer activities is

(a) De-ware

(b) Spyware

(c) Malware

(d) Cracker

Ans: (b) Spyware

OR

(c) Malware

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(v) Which one of these is correct syntax of the declaration which defines the XML version?

(a) <?xml version="1.0"?>

(b) <?xml version="1.0">

(c) </xml version="1.0">

(d) <xml version="1.0"?>

Ans: (a) <?xml version = "1.0"?>

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(vi) We can view the source code of a web page in

(a) MS Power Point

(b) Internet Explorer
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(c) MS Excel

(d) Notepad

Ans: (d) Notepad

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(vii) Which of the following are the attributes of <table>?

(a) <Border>

(b) <img>

(c) <table>

(d) None of these

Ans: (a) <Border>

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(viii) Which one of the following is not a malware?

(a) Virus

(b) Spam

(c) Worm

(d) Application Software

Ans: (d) Application Software

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(ix) Which attribute does not come in <HR> tag?

(a) Size

(b) Color

(c) Width

(d) Length

Ans: (d) Length

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(x) The correct HTML code for inserting an image is

(a) <img href="image.gif" >

(b) <img>image.gif</img>
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(c) <img src="image.gif">

(d) <image src="image.gif">

Ans: (c) <img src="image.gif'>

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(xi) What is the full form of DTD?

(a) Document to Definition

(b) Dynamic to Definition

(c) Document Type Definition

(d) Direct Type Definition

Ans: (c) Document Type Definition

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(xii) Which tag 'is used to bring the text to next line?

(a) <br>

(b) <b>

(c) <p>

(d) <li>

Ans: (a) <br>

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(xiii) Which of the following are the heading tags?

(a) <h3>

(b) <h6>

(c) <h2>

(d) All of the above

Ans: (d) All of the above

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(xiv) Valid XML document means

(a) The document has one root element

(b) The document contains one or more root elements
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(c) The document has a DTD and complies to it

(d) Each element must be in capital letters

Ans: (c) The document has a DTD and complies to it

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(xv) Anything written between _______________ is taken as comment.

(a) <?-->

(b) <?---?>

(c) <!-- and-->

(d) </-->

Ans: (c) <!-and-->

(1 mark for writing correct option)

(xvi) XML allows you to

(a) Create new tags

(b) Arrange your tags in any order

(c) Closing tags are not required

(d) All of the above

Ans: (a) Create new tags

(1 mark for writing correct option)www.stu
diesto

day.c
om




